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Abstract The aim of this review is to focus attention on

high quality diagnostics of systemic inflammatory rheu-

matic diseases. Though many steps in the diagnostic pro-

cess from the first visit in a doctor’s office till a final

diagnosis have been established a lot of things still must be

done to improve quality assurance and secure fast and safe

transmission of data from one step to the next. Some pro-

cedures inherent in early high quality diagnostics need to

be worked out. A number of elements can be improved,

some stumble stones can be removed, and a tighter col-

laboration between actors at different levels in the line of

action in clinical and laboratory medicine can be orga-

nized. Several proposals have been made by international

working groups such as the IUIS International Autoanti-

body Standardization Committee, and the EASI steering

group in collaboration with their national EASI teams.

Practical exercises carried out for more than three decades

by the European Consensus Finding Study Group have

proven to very useful. The review points at several prin-

ciples worked out by these international expert groups can

be useful in actual daily practice also in rheumatology. The

hope is that the presentation will give rise to a continued

discussion on how to link different parts of the diagnostic

process together and strengthen collaboration between all

teams involved in the diagnostic chain. The ultimate

measure of success will be better clinical outcomes for

patients and increased satisfaction in their families.
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Introduction

It is well recognized that changes slowly taking place over

a long time are not perceived as easily as changes hap-

pening within a short period of time. During the last 6

decades laboratory diagnostics has changed dramatically,

different habits in carrying out clinical diagnostics and

different strategies for follow-up of patients with systemic

inflammatory rheumatic diseases (SRD) have developed

over time. The ever changing methodologies and platforms

used for autoantibody detection are often not realized in the

clinical realm. From a positive antinuclear antibody (ANA)

test recorded by the indirect immunofluorescence (IIF)

microscopic reading of nuclear staining of rat kidney or

liver cryostat sections, an ANA test has evolved into a

sophisticated recognition of a broad range of autoantibod-

ies detected by IIF using human epithelial carcinoma cells

(HEp-2 cells) as cell substrate [1, 2].

In this presentation, the popular term ‘‘ANA’’ will be

used for all antibodies giving a positive IIF signal on HEp-

2 cells even if the binding is not confined to the nuclei, and

thus the broad usage of the term can even include auto-

antibodies to cytoplasmic organelles or mitotic spindle

structures. Determination of antibody specificity has chan-

ged from the original methods, e.g. double immunodiffusion,

counter-immunoelectrophoresis, Farr co-precipitation and
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immunoblotting techniques to a broad range of fast result/

high throughput technologies not always driven by a clear

knowledge about the clinical utility of results derived from

these new assays [3].

The diagnostics of SRD is based on previous events and

present clinical manifestations as well as serological find-

ings some of which are now used as classification criteria.

The diagnostic criteria of autoimmune SRD used today

have been presented very recently in a book publication

[4]. Some ANA are being used as disease-specific criteria

[3–6], but nevertheless highly characteristic autoantibodies

used in the diagnosis of an SRD have not yet been included

as diagnostic criteria even though they are rarely found in

other SRDs. The mere presence of an ANA expressed at a

pathological level is likely to reflect particular disease

manifestations and tissue lesions. The autoantibody content

of serum can thus be regarded as a biological ‘‘fingerprint’’

or ‘‘bio-signature’’ of an inflammatory disease process

indicating on-going disease. Such bio-signatures can be

regarded as skewed B-cell responses to cell and tissue

breakdown products and modified self-antigens and thus a

sign of inflammatory tissue damage. Thus, ANA reflects

lesional pathology and do not respect conventional diag-

nostic terms.

In routine diagnostics other bio-signatures, e.g. markers

of T-cell and B-cell activation, cytokine and chemokine

production markers are not used in routine diagnostics

though characteristic profiles of such bio-markers can be

present both in serum and in other biological fluids.

In the 1950–1960s serological laboratories were started

up in the clinic and surveyed by clinicians themselves,

techniques were few and interchange of information

between clinical and laboratory scientists took place fre-

quently. A major problem today is the fact that the func-

tional distance between the clinical setting and the

laboratory has increased, and thus it is more difficult to

keep up the information on important developments in

laboratory medicine. Clinical signs and symptoms have

been described in extensive studies on patients with a

particular prototype disease as compared to patients with

other rheumatic disorders that commonly mimic the pro-

totype disease. Such data have been retrieved in the AR-

AMIS (American Rheumatism Association Medical

Information System) data bank [7]. However, in the sero-

logical field thorough differential-diagnostic studies have

had less precedence, and studies of large enough patient

cohorts are few. To complicate the picture presence of a

particular autoantibody may overlap between several

clinical diagnoses.

This review will focus on what has been done and what

can be done in the future to improve diagnostics of SRD.

As mentioned above major medical challenges relate to the

fact that different SRD have overlapping clinical and

serological features, but also that both healthy and sick

people produce autoantibodies. There is a fast proliferation

of autoantibodies being described in each SRD. High

throughput techniques for specific ANA detection are now

flooding the market often without proper post-marketing

studies having been done [3, 4]. To some extent experts

speak non-sense language to non-experts instead of

explaining how results can be interpreted and used. The

cost of laboratory testing has been considered more

important than a thorough selection of the clinically most

valuable assays for differential diagnostics. In addition,

medical education in patient related long term health cost

estimation has been lacking.

Rather than looking at details in the processes essential

for diagnosis of a SRD, the focus of this review has been to

take a bird’s eye view on the coherence and flow of actions

that will affect quality, efficiency as well as the transit time

from the first visit in a doctor’s office or a clinic till a firm

diagnosis has been established. It will also deal with some

of the shortcomings of diagnostic tests due to use of dif-

ferent commercial test kits, variation in handling the kits by

different technical personnel, and different interpretation of

positive versus negative results. To arrive at an accurate

phenotypic diagnosis, experienced scientists in the labo-

ratory and in the clinic must collaborate, and persons with

advisory function and expertise in translational medicine

must be available [5, 6, 8–10].

A major focus will be on the inter-dependence of the

work done in the clinic and the work performed in the

clinical laboratory and to stress that both medical and

laboratory personnel have an ethical responsibility toward

the patient under study [11].

Clinical evaluation of early diagnosis

The main goal in the early phase of clinical diagnosis of an

SRD is to recognize characteristic features that appear in

the incipient development of disease. Usually, the first

medical personnel that sees the patient will be the family

doctor. It is thus important to equip the family practitioner

with simple tools to alleviate the setting of a tentative

diagnosis by recognizing early signs and features of a SRD.

To aid in this endeavor, it can be practical to use an

algorithm showing the most common and characteristic

clinical signs of an SRD and link it with a simple schedule

for laboratory testing that may be relevant to support or

turn down the clinical suspicion. The goal is an early

referral of the patient to a specialist in the most relevant

field of medicine.

An algorithm can thus contain some clinical eye-open-

ing signs of each of the major SRDs e.g. systemic lupus

erythematosus (SLE), mixed connective tissue disease
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(MCTD), scleroderma (SSc), Sjögren’s syndrome (SjS),

poly-and dermato-myositis (PM/DM), antiphospholipid

syndrome (APS), rheumatoid arthritis (RA), juvenile chronic

arthritis (JCA) and systemic small vessel vasculitis (SVV).

Preliminary laboratory support suggesting the presence of an

inflammatory disease can be sought through simple tests, e.g.

acute phase reactants, erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR),

leukocyte and platelet counts. If clinical suspicion of an SRD

is still upheld a simple screening for autoantibodies such as

IIF ANA, rheumatoid factors IgM and IgA, anti-citrullinated

peptide antibodies (ACPA), anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic

antibodies (ANCA), and anti-cardiolipin can be done at this

level of medical exploration, but if clinical suspicion is

maintained the patient should be referred to a specialist even

before serology is done.

Algorithms produced to alleviate rational test ordering

for specialists have been published previously [3, 5, 6, 8].

As above, the principle of such an algorithm is to start out

with medical history, symptoms and manifestations that are

present in the patient on presentation with the aim to set a

tentative diagnosis based on the early clinical picture. After

having addressed the most likely diagnosis (tentative

diagnosis), the doctor can choose screening test(s) that are

likely to reveal whether further tests are needed and sub-

sequently order meaningful specific autoantibody tests.

Detection of a specific autoantibody in serum may then

lead to diagnosis, subtype of diagnosis (phenotype), esti-

mated prognosis and planning of follow-up strategy to

predict outcome and start possible treatment. The optimal

laboratory tests are those that reflect disease variables so

well that rational decisions in the clinic can be based on

credible serological findings, since in the end the main

result of importance for the patient, the family and the

health system is a clinical outcome [4, 11].

Both of the algorithms proposed for use in private

practice and for use by specialists have been discussed and

agreed upon in the IUIS/WHO/AF/CDC Committee for the

Standardization of Autoantibodies in Rheumatic and

Related Disorders (for shortness here called the IUIS

Standardization Committee) [5, 12]. The principles have

also been used in the European Autoimmunity Standardi-

zation Initiative (EASI) [9, 13], and in the European

Autoantibody Consensus Finding Study Group (ECFSG)

that started its activities in 1988 [14].

Screening for antinuclear antibodies

The ideal screening assay for ANA does not exist. Until

further, the indirect immunofluorescence (IIF) test for ANA

using HEp-2 cells as cellular substrate is the test recom-

mended for screening as suggested both by the American

College of Rheumatology and the European League against

Rheumatism [15]. The majority of antibodies to nuclear

membrane, nucleoli, nucleoplasm, mitotic spindle structures

and cytoplasm components are recorded as positive signals

on most HEp-2 cell substrates commercially available.

However, there may be disagreement between the laboratory

and the clinic about what to report as a positive ANA result

(are antibodies to a mitotic spindle or a cytoplasm structure

to be reported as a positive ANA). In addition, the IIF ANA

test has some limitations since several antigens become non-

reactive after the use of various fixatives for keeping the cells

on the slide and for permeabilizing its membranes. Thus,

among several shortcomings of commercial HEp-2 cell,

some kits show no or weak reactivity with anti-Jo-1, anti-

ribosomal P proteins, and anti-Ro-60 antibodies [5]. Thus, if

the diagnosis of either PM/DM or SjS is suspected specific

tests for anti-Jo-1 and anti-Ro 60 should be ordered already at

the screening stage.

In most countries of the world, IIF ANA screening is

performed in the laboratory where also the tests for specific

ANA are being done. Such an approach allows for a

comprehensive and coherent evaluation of the agreement

between the IIF staining pattern and the subsequent specific

ANA result before reporting it [5]. In certain parts of the

world, e.g. the USA the screening for ANA is often done in

pathology laboratories remote from the clinical laboratory,

and therefore, the latter is not aware of the specific ANA

findings. An overall laboratory conclusion is thus not made

in one laboratory and an estimate of the accuracy of the

laboratory result is left to the clinician and not the labo-

ratory scientist who knows the strengths and weaknesses of

the tests used [16]. This often leaves the interpretation and

credibility of ANA results to clinicians with very varied

knowledge about autoimmune serology.

In a local setting of small hospitals and clinics, laboratory

results are often reported with notes by a laboratory scientist

on duty who may or may not have clinical information about

the patient prior to testing and in addition may have little

clinical experience. When different scientists add personal

comments a great variability in the quality and content of

comments are to be expected. Such communication between

laboratories and clinicians can cause confusion, and efforts to

attain official laboratory accreditation can be impossible.

In a larger setting such as a big hospital with several

clinics, information about the patient is usually lacking on

referral of serum for laboratory testing. Tests are done on a

large scale following a fixed scheme for testing, and close

surveillance of the laboratory reports leaving the laboratory

is difficult. In this situation, it is important to add fixed

agreed comments on how to use the result in clinical

diagnostics e.g. ‘‘this antibody is typically found in …’’

followed by one or a few diagnoses.

It is important to realize that the IIF ANA test is much

more valuable for excluding a diagnosis of SRD than for
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supporting such diagnosis [17, 18]. Now that composite

solid phase-based commercial methods have been intro-

duced as a substitute for IIF ANA screening, a large

number of false negative ANA results can be anticipated

since some autoantigens coated on the plastic or glass

surface are simply not present. However, some antigens are

present in a form that is not recognized by the autoantibody

because the reactive epitope is hidden or the native

molecular structure has been denatured during the purifi-

cation procedures used [3, 5, 6, 8, 11].

What is a positive and what is a negative IIF ANA

result?

As stated above, there needs to be an agreement between

clinical and laboratory scientists on what results are consid-

ered important for the clinical work-up and what should be

called a negative or positive ANA result. Some rheumatolo-

gists would like to have information about antibodies reacting

with nuclear and cytoplasm structures of HEp-2 cells,

because they can use that information in the clinical work-up

of diagnosis, while other clinicians only want to know whe-

ther antibodies reacting strictly with nuclei are found.

Generally, a ‘‘false negative’’ ANA result using HEp-2

cell IIF is quite infrequent in a patient with an active SRD.

A positive IIF ANA result should not be regarded as ‘‘false

positive’’ just because the antibody is found out of a

presumed clinical context [5]. A positive ANA in an

apparently healthy individual may represent the first

immunological signature of an incipient disease even

before clinical signs have been manifested, but the specific

ANA spectrum already at this stage reflects the disease that

will appear later [19]. In contrast, negative results derived

from an ANA screening ELISA or another solid phase-

based composite solid phase assay are quite common and

thus to be considered as real ‘‘false negative’’ (see below).

In a few cases, a positive IIF ANA may be found in what

appears to be a healthy person who does not develop an

SRD on follow-up [20]. Since such ANA are rather easy to

recognize by people with experience in IIF ANA reading,

they should be reported with a notice that the patient may

not suffer from an SRD. This is one of the reasons why a

strictly defined terminology for IIF ANA staining patterns

needed to be agreed on.

Nomenclature of HEp-2 cell staining patterns

A unified and strictly defined classification of HEp-2 cell

staining patterns has yet not been developed. In a European

Union supported study involving three different expert

centers during the period 1998–2000, a preliminary

nomenclature with agreed definitions was set up with the

main aim to evaluate how the participants having different

levels of prior knowledge about HEp-2 cell reading

(experts, experienced, un-experienced) could recognize and

correctly classify digitized IIF ANA images of 27 different

positive and two negative HEp-2 cell staining patterns

[21, 22]. These images had been selected and agreed upon

at repeated sessions involving an expert panel. The IIF

staining patterns were chosen as representative prototype

patterns from existing literature [21]. The study included

the use of a software developed by Percepton, Copenhagen,

to quantitatively measure IIF ANA image recognition skills

by a method called perceptometry as described earlier

[21, 22]. The harmonized nomenclature with definitions

and corresponding IIF images were incorporated in the

computer-assisted procedures aimed at calibrating and

improving recognition skills of participants having very

different experience with IIF ANA reading.

The taxonomy reached is shown in Table 1. The terms

were first of all linked to main structural areas of the cell

such as nuclear membrane (nuclear envelope), nucleoli,

nucleoplasm, mitotic spindle apparatus and cytoplasm.

Then, the different sub-types of staining in these areas (for

example homogeneous, fine grainy, fine speckled, coarse

speckled etc.) were added to characterize the staining

details using a harmonized glossary [21]. An important goal

for agreeing on selected unique terms for positive reactions

was to avoid any overlap with of earlier terms that have led

to confusion and imprecision. Where necessary the term

includes the precise location of the staining (nucleoplasmic,

nucleolar, cytoplasmic etc.). The taxonomy with the terms,

definitions, positive and negative characteristics, annota-

tions and corresponding IIF images can be seen on the

Percepton website http://www.percepton.com/wisecase/

download/documents/atlasHEp-2 patterns.

Practical impact of using the agreed nomenclature

A very practical impact of this study has been the use of the

harmonized terms and definitions in the European Autoan-

tibody Consensus Finding studies where interpretation of IIF

ANA patterns has been included as part of the serological

exercises. More than 40 laboratory centers have participated

in the work on harmonization and consensus finding in

autoimmune serology. The results attained each year can be

used for audits by accreditation bodies and quality assurance

surveys. Discussions on the influence of using different IIF

ANA screen kits and methods for detecting specific ANA

have taken place after each year’s exercise.

The terms, definitions and their disease associations

were published in a textbook in 2008 [8] and the ANA

taxonomy, terminology, details of staining characteristics
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and corresponding prototype IIF images followed in 2010

based on the above-mentioned European multi-center study

[2]. This nomenclature can of course only be regarded as an

initial step toward further harmonization and standardization

of a useful IIF ANA terminology [21]. An excellent over-

view of different staining patterns, their cognate autoanti-

gens, and their potential disease associations was published

in a book in 2007 authored by European and Canadian

experts [23]. As mentioned above, existing clinical and

laboratory criteria for the different SRDs and suggested

modes of therapy have been published recently [4].

Some ANA occur in less than 1–2 % of ANA-positive

sera, directed to structures that until further can only be

distinguished by their unique IIF ANA pattern, since no

routine assays are available to determine the antigenic

targets. Many of these autoantibodies are infrequently

found in the well-known SRD syndromes mentioned earlier

(SLE, SjS, SSc, PM/DM, RA, SSV and APS), and these

ANA have been collected under the collective term ‘‘eso-

teric autoantibodies’’. Such ANA can be of great impor-

tance for clinical work-up, as they are associated with

particular disease expression patterns that characterize

partly new groups/subgroups of autoimmune diseases [24,

25]. Antibodies to CENP-F, PCNA, spindle fibers, NuMa,

Golgi, GW bodies, PML bodies, early endosomes, and

coiled bodies are thus infrequent. However, to give an

example Golgi, GW bodies, early endosome antibodies

among others have been found to be associated with

autoimmune neurological diseases and especially ataxia.

Automated reading of HEp-2 cell slides

Recent work has been done to elaborate an automated IIF

ANA reading system where the screening of images can

replace labor-intensive and potentially uncertain reading by

eye. This has lead to publications which indicate that there are

still great challenges in developing this technology before

credible results can be trusted for routine laboratory work [25,

26]. A major challenge is the ability to distinguish homoge-

nous staining from different forms of grainy, fine and coarse

speckled patterns in cell nuclei and/or the neighboring cyto-

plasm. The discrimination between nuclear and cytoplasmic

staining is still not distinct enough. Another difficulty is the

not uncommon presence of more than one ANA in one patient

serum, each of them giving rise to different staining patterns

in the same slide [17]. ANA directed to a multiplicity of

structures are not infrequent in conditions like SLE, SSc,

different overlap syndromes, and chronic hepatic disorders,

and up to 4–5 different staining patterns can be found in one

patient serum. When an experienced person reads an ANA

result, the overall picture of negative and positive features is

taken into account, including staining characteristics of cells

in different stages of cell division. Thus, the cellular struc-

tures, and the cell compartments targeted gives rise to an

integrated interpretation of the result. Ideally, this also ought

to be achieved by automatic slide reading.

There is little doubt that this technology will be useful

for future IIF ANA screening. As of now, the main

potential of automated reading is the differentiation

between positive and negative samples, the advantage

being that only positive samples need to be read by eye.

Setting an IIF ANA cut-off value between healthy

individuals and SRD patients

The presence of a positive ANA in serum is not in itself an

abnormality, since many healthy people have low titers of

Table 1 Nomenclature of HEp-2 cell staining patterns

Membranous nuclear patterns

Smooth membranous nuclear

Punctate membranous nuclear

Nucleoplasmic patterns

Homogeneous nucloplasmic

Large speckled nucleoplasmic

Coarse speckled nucleoplasmic

Fine speckled nucleoplasmic

Fine grainy Scl-70 like nucleoplasmic

Pleomorphic speckled (anti-PCNA)

Centromere

Multiple nuclear dots

Coiled bodies (few nuclear dots)

Nucleolar patterns

Homogeneous nucleolar

Punctate nucleolar

Clumpy nucleolar

Spindle apparatus patterns

Centriole (centrosome)

Spindle pole (NuMa/MSA-1)

Spindle fiber

Midbody (MSA-2)

CENP-F (MSA-3)

Cytoplasmic patterns

Diffuse cytoplasmic

Fine speckled cytoplasmic

Mitochondrial-like

Lysosomal-like

Golgi-like

Contact proteins

Vimentin-like

Negative

Undeterminable
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IIF ANA in serum. At an age of 50–60 years, the pro-

duction of low levels of ANA is quite common. The cut-off

between abnormal and pathological levels of ANA

encountered in immunoinflammatory patients is usually set

such that 95 % of healthy donor sera are negative. A study

from the IUIS Standardization Committee in 1997 estab-

lished that a cut-off of 1:160 would be advisable in routine

serology for ANA, since up to 31.7 % were positive at 1:40

and 13.3 % at 1:80 while less than 5 % were positive at a

dilution 1:160 [27]. Very importantly, the cut-off should be

determined in each clinical laboratory using a population of

healthy control persons from the same area since values

may differ from one area in the world or in a country to

another. In addition, fluorescence detection is heavily

dependent on the light source of the microscope, the

numerical aperture of the objectives used and the degree of

labeling of the conjugate used for detection.

Guidelines for ANA testing

Guidelines have been produced by a panel of experts from

the College of American Pathologists, the American Col-

lege of Rheumatology, the Clinical Immunology Society

and Clinical Center of the National Institutes of Health to

help clinicians set diagnosis with the aid of ANA [28].

These guidelines involve technical issues and quality

assurance of ANA testing, regulatory requirements for IIF

ANA and enzyme immunoassays, and demands for the

fluorescent anti-IgG conjugate for use in the test. A flow-

chart for antinuclear antibody testing, a list of SRD con-

ditions associated with presence of a positive ANA test and

the expected frequency of ANA in these different condi-

tions were also presented. Finally, there was a short sum-

mary about the use of different specific autoantibodies for

diagnostics. Similar advice based on international experi-

ence about assays, testing and standardization in patients

with SRD was published in 2006 [29]. These American

guidelines for ANA testing are pretty much similar to those

suggested for use in Europe and other parts of the world [3,

9, 18].

The European autoimmunity standardization initiative

If tight collaboration between family practitioners, spe-

cialized clinicians and laboratory experts can be organized

and practiced in a fluent sequence of diagnostic steps fol-

lowing the recommendations mentioned here, the time span

between the first appearance of the patients in a doctor’s

office and decision on a final diagnosis can be shortened.

Facilitation of this process has been the aim of the work in

the European Autoimmunity Standardization Initiative

(EASI) [9, 13]. The EASI working group has initiated work

on an overall European level and has subsequently moti-

vated work on national levels to create agreed models for

diagnosing SRD. In general, the EASI steering group has

presented workable models for diagnosing SRD for dis-

cussion in each national EASI group, and then the national

group has had the responsibility to present national

guidelines agreed among themselves in a national forum.

To finish the work each hospital would finally have to

construct, approve and test out the optimized model for the

local diagnostic work-up. In this way European, national

and local guidelines can be formulated and put into use.

Such work is not new. In Italy, work has been ongoing

for many years to put together guidelines for autoantibody

testing. This work has been done in the FIRMA (Forum

Interdisciplinare per la Ricerca sulle Malattie Autoim-

mune) group that has published among others Italian

multi-center studies and guidelines on optimal determina-

tion of anti-dsDNA antibodies [30]. Participants involved

in this work were representatives for clinical immunol-

ogy, autoimmune serology and clinical immunopathology

organizations.

Evidently, local models for diagnostics need to fit into

local and national recommendations and conform with

approved habits of testing. Some of the work from national

EASI working groups has been published [31, 32]. A

practical guide on autoantibody demonstration and clinical

use has been published in booklet form from Spain [33].

How do we secure appropriateness of ANA testing?

Appropriateness in medicine can be defined by the ability

to provide necessary care and to avoid unnecessary care.

The chance to secure appropriate testing has to do with the

ability of a clinician to envision a likely fit of symptoms

into a clinically anticipated context. This chance of

obtaining early useful laboratory findings is strongly aug-

mented if more than one clinical symptom or objective

finding is the basis for ordering screen tests such as an

ANA test [18].

Appropriateness in medical diagnostics may be a true

challenge [34]. However in the field of SRD diagnostics,

the challenge may be especially great since the diagnosis of

a disease or a syndrome in the first place has to be made up

of a certain number of clinical features and signs that may

be used as disease criteria. Manifestations often occur over

some time and what is believed to represent characteristic

diagnostic features may overlap between those seen in

several different syndromes. Just a few of the clinical cri-

teria used for diagnosis are truly pathognomonic signs for

one given condition, and thus multiple criteria must be

fulfilled to confirm a diagnosis. The more clinical and para-
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clinical criteria have been found in one patient the greater

the chance of reaching at a definite diagnosis [4, 18, 35,

36]. Classification and diagnostic criteria for SRDs have

been published in Ref. [4].

From the laboratory point of view, appropriateness

means promoting awareness of correct procedures and

guidelines related to autoantibody testing; developing

effective diagnostic algorithms avoiding the execution of

unnecessary or redundant tests; predisposing adequate

forms for test request; suggesting diagnostic rules based on

reflex tests; providing interpretative comments on reports

for improving interpretation and utilization of laboratory

results and the capacity to counsel the clinician on diag-

nostics and monitoring of therapy for individual patients

[10].

Indeed, there is an increasing need from physicians

ordering laboratory tests for a patient-specific narrative

interpretation from the clinical laboratory that includes

information about test results and other relevant clinical

details [37]. Other major drivers for advice on laboratory

test selection and result interpretation are the need to

reduce medical errors and cost containment.

An aspect that is little known is that most of the tests

performed in laboratories have a negative result. If the

majority of tests is normal, does it perhaps mean that these

tests are useless? The answer is no. There are some good

reasons why a normal laboratory result has instead its

significant clinical value: (1) the predictive value of a

negative test that can rule-out the disease, (2) the low

pretest probability of a test performed to diagnose a disease

with very low prevalence; in this situation, the test result is

far more likely to be negative rather than positive; and (3)

the different clinical context of each patient.

This latter point, which answers to the axiom ‘‘think

globally but act locally’’, underlines that appropriateness is

strongly dependent on the clinical context. One example

for all: as it may be considered appropriate any action that

produces a useful effect in the diagnosis or treatment of the

patient, in the case of a very anxious patient with pressing

demands on test execution, a negative test result may be

more useful than a lot of reassurance from the doctor.

Diagnostic stages

At the initial stage of diagnosing, an SRD or related

autoimmune syndrome the first step is to set a tentative

diagnosis based on existing information and actual findings

[5]. If this is not possible a single or two manifestations or

laboratory screen results may be of help for leading further

steps. When an ANA has been detected by HEp-2 cell IIF,

the next step is to go on with a rational screening for

autoantibodies (sometimes called reflex testing) that would

cover the specific ANA known to be concordant with the

IIF staining pattern. The specific antibodies most com-

monly found in the suspected condition can be visualized

in an algorithm for ordering cascade testing according to

the best laboratory expertise [5] (Fig. 1).

There is another logic way to go about: in case a par-

ticular clinical diagnosis is suspected the laboratory order

form can be outlined that enables the clinician to tick the

suspected diagnosis (1st level), yet still leaving the

opportunity to order one or two relevant autoantibodies

using the same order form (2nd level) (Fig. 2). In cases

where a so-called ‘‘esoteric autoantibody’’ has been found

by HEp-2 IIF, cascade testing is usually not done since

chances are few that a specific antibody will be detectable

by ordinary laboratory routine techniques.

It must be remembered that a negative IIF HEp-2 cell

test does not at all exclude SLE or another SRD and the

negative result may represent a false negative result due to

the presence of antibodies directed to native conforma-

tionally labile autoantigens e.g. Ro60, Ro52, Jo-1 or PM/

Scl.

Who should guide the autoantibody testing?

It is preferable that the clinician surveying the clinical

course of the patient during follow-up drives the ordering
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autoantibodies in some classical inflammatory systemic rheumatic

diseases. A proposal of the EASI steering group. a Ideally should

include SSc panel testing anti-RNA polymerase I and III, anti-

U3RNP, and anti-Th/To antibodies. b Ideally should include PM/DM

panel testing for anti-aminoacyl synthetase tRNA, anti-SRP, anti-Mi-

2, anti-PM/Scl, and anti-Ku antibodies. c Must also include lupus

anti-coagulant. APS anti-phospholipid syndrome, CTD connective

tissue disease, MCTD mixed connective tissue disease, PM/DM
polymyositis-dermatomyositis, SjS Sjögren’s syndrome, SVV sys-

temic small vessel vasculitis, SLE systemic lupus erythematosus, SSc
systemic sclerosis
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process according to the accumulated clinical occurrence

of signs and symptoms [5, 6]. This will also minimize the

chance of getting false negative laboratory results [8].

Repeated requests for a screen test such as an IIF ANA are

usually not rational since few changes occur in the overall

IIF ANA profile in a patient over time. Only if the disorder

changes from quiescent to active disease or if new features

appear it may be rational to repeat the screen test.

In contrast, if an antibody screen test or a specific test

has come out with a questionable result repeated testing or

testing by a different assay should be done [5, 6]. If it is

indicated to follow the level of a particular antibody e.g.

anti-dsDNA the test—selected to be most credible and apt

for quantification—should be the test used to follow the

level of the antibody. As reported from Italy the choice of

more than one assay for anti-dsDNA antibody detection is

decisive for determining whether a result is positive or

negative [6, 30]. Still, an overall correlation between the

results of different methods used was reasonably good.

Even quantification of the anti-dsDNA level may require

more than one test method.

Testing for antibodies to specific autoantigen targets

The literature on tests for relevant specific autoantibodies

after obtaining a positive or negative ANA report is vast

[mentioned in 4, 8, 13, 18, 29], and details cannot be

mentioned in a review like this. The steps going from a

positive IIF ANA screen test to the level of specific anti-

body detection are very diverse and must be chosen at a

local level. Comprehensive practical advice has been pro-

posed recently, representing one way of solving the prob-

lem [36]. Among other important information should be

stressed that awareness of the technique used to detect an

antibody to so-called ‘‘ENA’’ (an inappropriate old name

for ‘‘extractable nuclear antigens’’) is imperative for

interpreting a positive or negative result.

Generally, no single technology can reveal all autoan-

tibodies of clinical value and there are clearly preferred

methods for detection and quantification of specific anti-

bodies. Broad information on the subject is available in

Refs. [24] and [38].

The classical techniques used for specific antibody

detection (double immunodiffusion in agarose gel, counter-

immunoelectrophoresis, co-precipitation assay, e.g. the

Farr assay, Western blotting, haemagglutination) have been

exchanged with new methods aimed at fast and efficient

antibody detection, e.g. enzyme-immunoassay, line

immunoassay, dot blot assays, addressable laser bead

immunoassay and protein array immunoassays using

purified native or recombinantly expressed proteins as

targets. Protein arrays can be prepared on planar surfaces of

plastic, glass or nitrocellulose, or on polymer micro-beads

or bar-coded micro-particles coated by individual antigens

in a solution can be used. The methods range from single

strip blotting to fully automated robot multiplex analyzers.

Radio-immunoprecipitation

The most accurate and sensitive detection method for

specific autoantibody is generally considered to be radio-

active immunoprecipitation. There are several variants of

this method, but they all seem to surpass other methods in

revealing molecular details about proteins targeted by the

autoantibody. To give an illustration of its impressive

potential for detecting unique details about protein targets

one recent publication from 2011 relating to autoantibodies

to the survival of motor neuron (SMN) complex will be

given [39]. These autoantibodies were found in some

patients with inflammatory myositis. A uniting IIF ANA

feature was the staining coiled bodies (Cajal bodies) just

like antibodies to p80 coilin. The antibodies, however,

precipitated proteins D, E, F, and G of small nuclear ribo-

nucleoproteins plus four proteins that are contained in the

SMN complex. No reactivity with the A, B/B’ and C nu-

cleoproteins targeted in SLE and overlap syndromes was

seen. The use of a (32P)-labeled cell extract for detection of

antibodies to ribo-nucleoprotein parts of these particles,

e.g. anti-SSA/SSB can complement the results seen by

immunoprecipitation [40].

Two major problems arise if such very sensitive assays

were to be used in conventional laboratory work up:

(a) most laboratories tend to avoid the use of radio-

labeled components in a routine laboratory, although

radio-active tracers can be avoided by exchange of the

tracer by use of e. g. a fluorescent or colored label.

(b) extensive clinical studies would have to be done to

reveal the relationship between the antibodies

Autoimmune thrombosis
anti-cardiolipin antibodies

anti-beta-2 glycoprotein 1

lupus anticoagulant

Symmetric polyarthritis
anti-CCP 

IgM-RF
IgA-RF
IIF ”ANCA” screen

Fig. 2 Proposed order form for screen tests for a suspected autoim-

mune rheumatic disease and/or for specific autoantibody tests. Long
arrow shows suspected diagnosis and small arrow shows a specific

autoantibody that can be ordered independent of diagnosis
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detected by such sensitive techniques and the clinical

value of positive results.

Association of specific ANA with diagnosis

and prognosis

In a short review like this, only a few studies illustrating

the association between ANA and diagnosis/prognosis can

be mentioned. First, we will focus on some studies linking

sub-types of two SRDs with characteristic serological

profiles, starting with SSc.

In 1994, Kuwana et al. [41] published an important

study of Japanese patients with SSc where serum samples

from the early onset of disease were available for analysis.

The specific ANA found at baseline of disease in the early

phase as shown by of disease using radio-immunoprecipi-

tation was found to relate directly to a particular sub-type

of disease and the mortality over a time course of 20 years.

A number of studies published later on have confirmed

these findings. The serological autoantibody profile in sera

of SSc patients is generally assumed to be quite stable and

include just one SSc-associated ANA. Thus, it was quite

unexpected that a thorough long-term serological follow-

up of Japanese SSc patients showed that anti-topoisomer-

ase 1 (anti-Scl 70) could change from positive to negative

in some patients as they went into spontaneous remission

[42], indicating that waxing and waning of SSc-related

ANA production may reflect disease activity. Accordingly,

it may be preferable to order ANA tests not only at baseline

but also during follow-up.

A recent large German study dealt with the association

of different ANA and the clinical phenotypes of SSc. It

underlines the importance of determining ANA profiles in

defining not only the SSc diagnosis but also the sub-

set allocation and prognosis of the SSc patients [43].

Antibodies to centromere, topoisomerase I, PM-Scl,

U1RNP and RNA polymerases covered more 95 % of the

known SSc-associated ANAs in ANA-positive SSc

patients. Simultaneous presence of more than one SSc-

associated ANA expectedly was \2 %.

In contrast to these assumptions, a study 4 years earlier

conducted by the EULAR EUSTAR group seemed to

indicate that autoantibody status predicts SSc complica-

tions rather than the development of a characteristic subset

of the disease [44]. Both of these assumptions may be true.

To illustrate diagnostics and prognostics at a very early

stage of disease, an example will be given from a publi-

cation on Canadian patients with Raynaud’s syndrome

[45]. ANA was studied in 586 patients with yet no clear

diagnosis presenting with Raynaud’s syndrome and the

patients were followed up for a long period of time (3,197

person-years). Vascular damage was evaluated by looking

at nail-fold changes by capillaroscopy. 12.6 % of the

patients developed some form SSc. Presence of anti-

CENP-B and/or anti-Th/To antibodies predicted loss of

capillaries, while anti-RNAP III antibodies predicted

destruction of capillaries. At final follow-up, 79.5 % of the

patients with capillary abnormalities and at least one spe-

cific ANA at presentation had developed SSc. Those with

both predictors at baseline were 60 times more likely to

develop SSc, while no patient showing absence of such

antibodies developed the disease. This thorough study gave

rise to a proposal of new diagnostic criteria for early SSc [45].

Switching to another SRD, a study of 100 Canadian

patients with an established diagnosis of inflammatory

myositis (PM, DM, overlap myositis and cancer-associated

myositis) looked at the presence of ANA using HEp-2 IIF

and several modern techniques for ANA detection, e.g.

multiplex addressable laser bead immunoassay, line blot,

immunoprecipitation of translated recombinant protein,

protein A-assisted immunoprecipitation, and enzyme

immunoassay to determine the ANA specificity [46]. An

unexpected finding was the common existence of more

than one PM- or SSc-related autoantibody in one-third of

the patients. 80 % of the patients expressed at least one

ANA, the most frequent being anti-Ro60 and anti-Ro52. In

one particular patient, six different myositis-specific and

myositis-associated antibodies were found. Distinct clinical

syndromes and therapeutic responses were associated with

anti-Jo-1, anti-fibrillarin, anti-U1RNP, anti-Ro60, anti-

Ro52 and SSc-related antibodies. These data would indi-

cate that ANA profiling can be useful for estimation of

diagnostic phenotype and potentially help to guide the

choice of therapy in Raynaud’s syndrome patients devel-

oping myositis.

Realizing the properties and limitations of using test

kits to detect ANA

The most commonly used commercially available test kits

for detection of specific ANA in a clinical routine labora-

tory is EIA (enzyme immunoassay). Several critical eval-

uation studies have been published by the IUIS

Standardization Committee on the performance character-

istics of different commercially available EIA. In the first

investigation, nine manufacturers of EIA kits had agreed to

receive and test coded sera from Centers of Disease Con-

trol and Prevention in Atlanta where the repository for

autoantibody reference sera of the IUIS Standardization

Committee is kept [47] (see below). Coded sera contained

autoantibodies commonly used in the evaluation of diag-

nosis of different SRDs. Dilutions of antibody of one ANA
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specificity were mixed with sera containing ANA of other

defined specificities coming from the IUIS Standardization

Committee repository in Atlanta. These samples were to be

analyzed for autoantibody content using the standard

method of the individual company producing the kits. The

mixed serum samples containing anti-dsDNA, anti-ssDNA,

anti-histone, anti-Sm, anti-U1RNP, anti-La, anti-Ro, anti-

topoisomerase I (anti-Scl-70), anti-centromere and anti-Jo-

1 antibodies were thus analyzed by the companies them-

selves, and sensitivity and specificity of each antibody were

calculated after results had been received by the IUIS

Standardization Committee.

Generally, anti-Ro, anti-La, anti-Scl-70, anti-centromere

and anti-Jo-1 kits performed well, however, anti-dsDNA

and anti-Sm kits lacked sensitivity and specificity in most

cases, and precision varied from poor to very good. Some

kits achieved good sensitivity and specificity, but no single

manufacturer had been able to provide kits that were

superior with regard to all antibodies tested for. The data

from the laboratories of each manufacturer were presented

to the company individually to allow for correction of

deficiencies in order to improve quality.

The second study looked at the potential of different

EIAs for quantification of autoantibody content [48]. Nine

out of twenty purveyors of EIA kits for detection of ANA

of defined specificities decided to participate in the study of

coded sera with mixtures of anti-dsDNA, anti-La, anti-Sm

and anti-Scl-70 antibodies. The kits of certain manufac-

turers showed very good accuracy in three out of four

antibody specificities and poor performance for the 4th kit.

It was evident that no manufacturer produced kits with

uniformly good performance for all specificities. Clinicians

should be aware of the large variation in the performance

of EIA kits used with the aim to assist in diagnosis of SRD.

Reliable quantification of antibody levels in serial samples

from SRD patients is only meaningful if kits can be shown

to be improved in the future.

The third study was done to see whether laboratory

investigators in commercial companies produced results

comparable to the results coming from academic institu-

tions that had done research in the area of ANA and ran

laboratory routine serology [49]. Nine commercial kit

providers and 12 academic laboratories took part in this

study. Kits were used according to prescribed procedures

and the analysts were blinded to the content and concen-

tration of four autoantibodies (anti-dsDNA, anti-La, anti-

Sm, and anti-Scl-70) in the mixture sent to them from the

repository as mentioned above. Coefficients of variation

were calculated for each participant.

We found the range of performance characteristics to

vary a lot from laboratory to laboratory, a variation that

could be disastrous in a clinical diagnostic setting. This

indicates that clinicians as well as laboratories need to be

aware of the often doubtful quality of the ANA results used

for diagnostics of SRD patients, and both manufacturers of

kits and clinical laboratories need to assure the quality and

survey the performance of commercial kits in the hands of

medical technologists doing routine testing.

Need for differential diagnostic borderline setting

To be able to determine a clinically meaningful a positive

cut-off value between that found in one particular SRD

compared to values found in differential diagnostic popu-

lations (other SRDs and/or chronic infections) real patient

sera must be available for critical testing [4, 5, 8]. To

illustrate the practicality of choosing a differential diag-

nostic cut-off, we will focus for a short while on another set

of autoantibodies namely those directed to citrulline-

modified peptides by looking at some recent publications

[50–52]. Most clinicians are aware of the fact that the

diagnosis of RA does not represent one clinically uniform

population of arthritis patients but probably several sub-

populations with different autoantibodies and different

prognoses [51]. The largest population of RA patients

developing erosive arthritis is the sub-type producing

considerable amounts of ACPA [51, 52].

Discrepancies between tests for ACPA can be attributed

to the occurrence of borderline results, inter-assay vari-

ability and inter-test variability, and the use of one par-

ticular ACPA substrate and one test system gives better

agreement between results.

The technique most widely researched and now being

used by most clinical laboratories is the anti-cyclic citrul-

linated antibody EIA (the CCP2 test) that uses an artificial

cyclic peptide (a mimotope) as substrate [52, 53]. The

content of anti-CCP is determined as optical density (OD)

values found in sera from RA patients and non-RA arthritic

patients. OD values are ranked into a receiver operating

characteristics curve (ROC curve) using the ODs obtained

in one particular assay.

First of all, it is important that clinicians and the labo-

ratory agree on a pre-selected diagnostic specificity (f. ex.

98 %). Then a ROC curve with the data from sera derived

from RA patients and differential diagnostic arthritis pop-

ulations using an individual assay is created 98 % is

marked on the horizontal axis of the curve. Repeating the

analysis with the same sera in each assay specific ROC

curves are drawn and the cut-off is set the same 98 % level

of specificity. The sensitivity for the diagnosis of RA can

now be seen on the vertical axis (ordinate) of the each ROC

[53].

Such comparisons between the sensitivity of different

assays for the same specific antibodies only become valid if

the same mixed group of sera from differential diagnostic
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patients are used in all assays studied (stratified studies)

[50, 52, 54]. The assay that most accurately reflects the

sensitivity the clinician wants to diagnose an accurate anti-

CCP positive RA patient is then chosen (usually a satis-

factory high sensitivity).

Obviously, the same strategy of evaluating assays for

ANA with defined specificity is applicable although the

level of pre-selected specificity level often has to be set

somewhat lower because of lower diagnostic specificity.

Quality assurance

The concept of quality can be summarized with two aph-

orisms: ‘‘do the things right’’ and ‘‘do the right thing’’. In

laboratory diagnostics, and therefore, also that relating to

autoimmunity tests, the analytical quality control meets the

first condition, and quality assurance (broader concept that

includes the clinical appropriateness of testing) meets the

second requirement. In other words, quality control is

the ability to ensure performance adhering to the state of

the art, while quality assurance represents the effectiveness

of laboratory services in determining outcomes useful to

patients.

In practice, obtaining a material control, analyzing and

recording the results might be enough to say that you have

a quality control. To ensure quality assurance you need

something more. Indeed, the laboratory’s aim is not only to

provide accurate results but also to do so within a rea-

sonable turn-around time, with traceability of all laboratory

procedures, a respect for ethics and to assure the safety of

patients and staff alike.

Regarding the analytical quality, also in autoimmunol-

ogy laboratories as in all other sectors of laboratory diag-

nostics, there are two essential elements in the quality

system: the internal quality control and the external quality

assessment (EQA). Rules addressing these issues are con-

tained in ISO 15189 [55]. In the chapter dedicated to

Quality of Examination Procedures, the document provides

some indication on how a quality program should be

implemented and run. First, the laboratory shall design

internal quality control systems that verify the attainment

of the intended quality of results. It is important to note that

the control system provide staff members with clear and

easily understood information on which to base technical

and medical decisions. Special attention should be paid to

the elimination of mistakes in the process of handling

samples, requests, examinations, reports, etc.

Second, the laboratory shall participate in inter-labora-

tory comparisons such as those organized by EQA

schemes. Laboratory management shall monitor the results

of EQA and participate in the implementation of corrective

actions when control criteria are not fulfilled. EQA

programs should, as far as possible, provide clinically

relevant challenges that mimic patient samples and have

the effect of checking the entire examination process,

including pre- and post-examination procedures.

Third, whenever a formal inter-laboratory comparison

program is not available, the laboratory shall develop a

mechanism for determining the acceptability of procedures

not otherwise evaluated. Whenever possible, this mecha-

nism shall utilize externally derived challenge materials

such as exchange of samples with other laboratories.

However, while in other areas of laboratory diagnostics,

as in those of clinical chemistry and immunochemistry,

thanks also to automated instruments and tools with highly

sophisticated on-board computers, it is easier to achieve a

good quality monitoring, in other areas such as autoim-

munology, this can be more difficult.

In fact in autoimmune diagnostics, we deal with methods

with a relevant content of manual operation, using materials

which are not well defined (antibodies) or based on proce-

dures that are not well standardized, such as the indirect

immunofluorescence (IIF) technique. With this method,

which still plays an important role in the basic autoimmune

diagnostics, not only the technological aspects of production

and preparation of substrates, but also the training and

preparation of the operator and the quality of the fluores-

cence microscope have a major impact on the results.

Critical aspects not only concern tests performed in IIF

but also in general all assays for antibody detection.

Multicentre studies conducted in clinical immunology

laboratories have confirmed that the analytical intra- and

inter-laboratory assay variability in autoantibody detection

is very large and different for each type of autoantibody

[56, 57].

In this regard, a guideline for better standardization of

autoimmune tests (document I/LA2-A2 [58]) has been

developed by the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Insti-

tute (CLSI), which contains several items for the proper

performance of the ANA test by IIF or by immunoenzy-

matic assays (ELISA) (Table 2), and particularly for the

internal quality control (Table 3).

Among others, special attention is given to define rules

for patient specimen collection and handling, type of

substrate and fixation procedures, working dilution, char-

acteristics of fluorochrome-labeled conjugates and micro-

scope optics. The document also provides indication on

quantitation of antibodies, reference preparations, refer-

ence intervals and reporting of test results.

Without going into detail, some critical points, however,

deserve to be highlighted.

In the immunofluorescence methods, sera provided by

kit manufacturers are often used as negative and positive

controls. These controls by their nature look more like

calibrators than control material, as they are not treated as
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patients’ sera, and do not undergo any dilution. It is

therefore recommended the use of serum samples collected

in the in-house routine work-up, to be included as positive

and negative controls in the analytical series.

CLSI further recommends that antibody level of the

positive control corresponds to values close to those for

clinical decision making, but this occurs very rarely in the

controls provided in the kits. Almost always the positive

control is at high level.

A part of the CLSI document is dedicated to the ANA-

ELISA systems. Various studies have shown that these

methods cannot recognize the presence of autoantibodies

against clinically relevant nuclear antigens [59–61]. In

these cases, EQA programs could be very useful, by

selecting rare but clinically important antibodies. However,

distributors of EQA programs seldom distribute sera con-

taining rare antibodies.

A final recommendation indicates that the EQA samples

are inserted within the routine analytical series, among

patients’ samples, without any special treatment. Per-

forming duplicate testing in the EQA sample is permissible

only if practiced routinely for patients.

In conclusion, these brief notes, which are necessarily

incomplete (for a more thorough knowledge of the matter it

is appropriate to refer to the documents cited), emphasize

the complexity of the task and the importance that each

autoimmunology laboratory adopts systems and procedures

for quality assessment. As a study at the Mayo Clinic has

found that up to 70 % of clinical diagnosis is based on the

result of laboratory tests [62], it is evident that the labo-

ratory has a very important role in medical diagnostics and

that the guarantee that the data are of high quality is the

prerequisite for a correct clinical and therapeutic decision.

Use of serum reference materials

Since the 1980s, the IUIS International Autoantibody

Standardization Committee has worked to establish a

repository of ANA reference sera that could be made

available to research and diagnostic laboratories worldwide

Table 2 Items in the clinical and laboratory standards institute’s

document I/LA2-A2 on the quality in the autoimmunology laboratory

Part I. Indirect immunofluorescence test for antinuclear antibodies
(IF-ANA)

Principles of the IF-ANA test

Patient specimen and collection procedure

Substrate and fixative variations

Fixation of substrate tissues

SS-A/Ro antigen

Fluorochrome-labeled conjugates

Working dilution

Polyvalent and IgG-specific conjugates

Reference preparation of fluorochrome-labeled conjugates

Microscope optics

Part II. The enzyme immunoassay test (ELISA-ANA)

Assay requirements

Solid phase with adsorbed nuclear antigens

Enzyme-labeled (second stage) detection antibody (conjugate)

Standards, calibrators, and controls

Wash solutions and other reagents

Assay validation

Assay validation from the manufacturer’s perspective

Assay validation from the user’s perspective

ELISA enzyme-labeled conjugates

ELISA detection methods

Technical considerations

Alternative, emerging solid-phase technologies

Part III. Quantitation of antibodies, reference intervals and
reporting of test results, and intralaboratory quality control

Quantitation of antibodies

Reference intervals and reporting of results

Intralaboratory quality control

Reference preparations for ANA tests

Definitions and nomenclature

WHO/IUIS reference preparations

AF/CDC reference sera for autoantibodies to nuclear and

intracellular antigens

College of American pathologists reference serum for anti-SS-A/

Ro antibodies

ANA reference preparations of association of medical laboratory

immunologists (AMLI)

Table 3 Recommendations of the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute’s document I/LA2-A2 for Intralaboratory Quality Control on

IIF-ANA and ELISA-ANA

• Use in-house negative and positive controls with each assay

• Positive control should be chosen at a level that is important for clinical decision making

• Put in the analytical series a number of previously tested negative and positive sera for the purpose of making lot-to-lot comparisons of test

reagents

• Definition of acceptable variability defined by the laboratory

• In terms of overall (qualitative) concordance/discordance with previous results or additional quantitative criteria, e.g., at least 85 % of

results giving numerically equivalent results with both lots

• Monitor the frequencies of test results that fall in different reference range categories, e.g., negative, borderline (equivocal), or positive
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[11, 63]. In the beginning, when IIF microscopy and double

immunodiffusion were the main techniques used to detect

ANA, the sera were used as international standards, but as

techniques for demonstrating and quantifying antibodies

have multiplied and developed so much that the reagents

are now to be considered as reference reagents to sub-

stantiate the specificity and the content of a defined ANA.

It is very important to understand that the older serum

standards for various ANA for IIF and double immuno-

diffusion contain several specific autoantibodies if ana-

lyzed by another method than the one it was develop for

e.g. immunoblotting. [64].

Another use of reference sera is the potential of allowing

quantification of an autoantibody level in international

units (IU) instead of in different arbitrary units that cannot

be compared between the methods and kits. Thus, a ref-

erence reagent can be used to align values of serum stan-

dards that are included in commercial kits and the internal

standard serum used by the clinical laboratory. The inter-

national reference reagents are only to be used once or

twice a year for quality assurance purposes and not for

daily routine use, since the resources of the repository are

limited. The long-term evaluation of a kit should involve

monthly surveys of the highest and borderline levels of the

internal serum standard from day to day. Clinical and

laboratory guidelines for verification of assay performance

are also available for use in the attempt to secure precision

and trueness of serological findings [65].

A list of the 16 reference reagents available today can be

seen on the present website of the IUIS Standardization

Committee http://asc.dental.ufl.edu/home.html. Ten of

these reference reagents are used in ANA diagnostics.

Publications from the standardization committee are also

visible on the website.

Collaboration with the diagnostic industry

The most satisfactory solution in daily practice is to focus

on the use of a few well-studied commercial kits that have

been proven by internal control measures to be of satis-

factory diagnostic value, satisfactory stability and repro-

ducible quality in long-term internal surveys. Another

factor is the development of assays in close collaboration

with the diagnostic industry producing kits for autoanti-

body detection and quantification. Commercially indepen-

dent laboratory and clinical specialists need to offer

advisory functions to kit providers to secure that all of the

most important elements of quality, reliability, and com-

parability of results are met. The introduction of interna-

tional units for measurement of antibody levels in

quantitative commercial assays would be an enormous

advantage.

Conclusions

Implementation of measures to facilitate fast track high

quality diagnostics of inflammatory SRD is highly war-

ranted. Several steps towards harmonization have been

taken by international working groups such as the IUIS

Autoantibody Standardization Committee, the EASI

steering group and their collaborative national teams, and

the European Consensus Finding Study Group. However,

there are still road blocks on the path toward fast high

quality diagnostics in this field, often starting at the earliest

steps of diagnostics. A closer tie between primary care

teams and secondary care specialists to deliver what is

needed to reach at a final diagnosis before irreversible

tissue damage has taken place is paramount. A rational

plan for follow-up of patients and advice on best practice

guidelines for timely drug therapy can also be worked out.

A correct early diagnosis and prognostic phenotype of

disease can only be set if all links in the chain of diagnostic

procedures work optimally. High quality serological eval-

uation is an important integrated part in the chain and

needs to be coordinated, tested out and proven to be

effective in actual life. The communication between all

responsible persons participating in this diagnostic chain

should be strengthened wherever possible e.g. by giving

those diagnosticians involved in the process easy and fast

access to all data relating the patient electronically. It is

great that the enthusiasm for following some of the pro-

cedures mentioned here is spreading and that harmonized

guidelines are being produced and discussed, however, the

final proof of the efficiency of improved diagnostics is that

a better outcome for the patient can be quantitatively

documented.

It is all about the patient!
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